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We discuss monopole core metastability in Alice electrodynamics. It is argued that
in some part of the parameter space the spherically symmetric magnetic monopole
is no longer the lowest energy conguration carrying a magnetic charge, and that
a point monopole may well decay into an Alice loop carrying magnetic Cheshire
charge. In view of an expected electric-magnetic duality, similar implications of Alice
loops for electric charges are studied in various dimensions. This suggests that in
models where charge conjugation is realized as a local symmetry, physical charge can
spread dynamically, a higher dimensional analogue of the so called charge separation.
Finally, we introduce Cheshire currents and the notion of gauge complementarity
which relates them to Cheshire charges.
1 Introduction
Alice electrodynamics (AED) is a gauge theory with gauge group H = U(1) n Z2, i.e. a
minimally non-abelian extension of ordinary electrodynamics. The nontrivial Z2 transfor-
mation reverses the direction of the electric and magnetic elds and the sign of the charges.
In other words, in Alice electrodynamics charge conjugation symmetry is gauged. How-
ever, as this non-abelian extension is discrete, it only eects electrodynamics through
certain global (topological) features, such as the appearance of Alice fluxes and Cheshire
charges [1]. A theory containing an Alice phase has the possibility of a topological stable
flux tube (or flux particle in two dimensions), because 0(H) = Z2. Note that in this
theory this flux is coe¨xisting with the unbroken U(1) of electromagnetism.
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after a symmetry breaking scheme. However on a lattice (discrete space-time) compact
U(1) nZ2 theories do contain all the possible topological defects. The topological defects
live on the dual lattice and become innitely massive in the naive continuous limit. In
some sense this is the ’abelian’1 limit of the SU(2) ! U(1)nZ2 theory. Where the lattice
distance corresponds with MW . One can use a lattice model to investigate the role of
the topological defects after a symmetry breaking scheme. Then one needs to establish
the relation between the parameters of the SU(2) ! U(1) n Z2 theory and the lattice
U(1) n Z2 theory and determine in what region of the parameter space such a simpli-
cation is justiable, i.e. when one is in the ’abelian’ limit. On the other hand lattice
models are also interesting on them self. There can be a non trivial continuous limit
(a second order phase transition) and there are physical systems which have an intrinsic
lattice distance.
In these lattice models one can study the stability of the monopole. There the result is in
principle fairly simple since one can introduce extra bare mass terms for the monopoles
and the fluxes independently. We studied the U(1) n Z2 gauge theory on the lattice and
two of the results are the phase diagrams in four and three dimensional Euclidean space,
see gure 1 and 2, more extensive results of this study will be published elsewhere. In
gure 1 we see that in four dimensions all four phases are realized; no condensates, con-
densed monopoles, condensed fluxes, and both monopoles and fluxes condensed.




























Figure 1: The 4d phase diagram; with (extra) bare Monopole mass=0.
In this paper we primarily discuss the local realization of the U(1) n Z2. However there
is of course also the global version, the uniaxial liquid crystals. In the ordered (nematic)
phase the rotational symmetry is broken down to U(1) n Z2. Since the topology is the
same, these systems also contain monopole and flux like defects. In the models describing
these systems the stability of the point (monopole) defect with respect to the ring (Alice
loop) defect has been studied the last few years [2, 3, 4]. Although the models are very non
linear some stability questions have been answered fairly rigorously. For some regions of
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Figure 2: The 3d phase diagram; with (extra) bare Instanton mass=0.
the parameter space the (meta)stability of the monopole has been argued. These models
are more general in the sense that they contain certain ’kinetic’ (and boundary) terms
not present in the local version, but there are of course no gauge elds.
In this paper, among other things, we start to question the stability of the monopole in
the local U(1) n Z2 theory, i.e. in the presence of gauge elds.
In section 2 we consider the stability of the magnetic monopole core in AED and show
that it depends on the parameters of the theory. We argue that the energy of an Alice
loop conguration carrying a magnetic Cheshire charge can be lower than the energy of
the spherically symmetric magnetic monopole. In section 3 we then turn to the eects of
a charge in the presence of Alice loops, leading to the possibility of charge delocalization
in AED. Finally we introduce a new member of the non localized family which we call
Cheshire current and discuss its relation with Cheshire charge.
2 Magnetic charges
In this section we will concentrate on magnetic charges in AED. First we look at a well
known phenomenon in AED called Cheshire charge. Then we will look at the two dierent
ways by which one can introduce magnetic charges in AED and show how the one could
decay into the other.
2.1 Charges in AED
When we take a charge around an Alice flux the sign of the charge changes, but since the
sign of a charge is not gauge invariant in Alice theories, one would think that this property
will not leave any physically observable traces. This is not the case, because the relative
sign of two charges is gauge invariant, which means that if one takes one charged particle
around an Alice flux the interactions of this particle with the other charges that stayed
behind will be aected. Therefore the sign change of the charge of a particle does have a
physical meaning. Somehow the electric and magnetic eld lines change direction when
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lines cannot cross an Alice flux, reminiscent of the situation where magnetic eld lines
are not allowed to enter a super conductor. But whereas quantum mechanically magnetic
eld lines can tunnel through the super conductor, in AED eld lines are topologically
obstructed to pass the Alice flux.
In this paper we will choose a well dened location for the sign change and call that
the Z2 sheet. As Schwarz [1] pointed out, the ’loss’ of charge while moving through an
Alice loop should be compensated by the appearance of a (non localizeable) charge on
the Alice loop. This elusive type of charge is called a Cheshire charge. In gure 3 we
have depicted what results if a pair of charges is created from the vacuum and one of the
charged particles is taken through the Alice loop, creating a (double) Cheshire charge.
     
Figure 3: An example of a conguration containing a Cheshire charge.
In two dimensions the eect is much more drastic then in three dimensions, a Cheshire
charge will push the two Alice fluxes, which carry the charge, apart in order to spread
the Cheshire charge. In three dimensions however, there are two competing eects. The
Cheshire charge tries to blow up the Alice loop, but the Alice loop itself tries to lower its
energy by shrinking. This will lead to a stable conguration of an Alice loop of a certain
radius carrying a Cheshire charge. Next we estimate the radius and the energy of an Alice
loop carrying a Cheshire charge.
We assume that the total energy is the sum of two terms. One term coming from an Alice
loop of a specic radius and the other term from the (electrical) Cheshire charge.
We approximate the energy of the circular Alice loop, by Eloop = 2piREflux, with Eflux
the energy per unit length of the Alice flux, and approximate the energy of the Cheshire
charge, EChes, by a uniformly charged disc with radius R.














Where we have rescaled the coordinates by a factor of R and Q is the total charge.
The eld energy is then given by:
EChes =
∫





~a(r, z)  ~a(r, z) d3x (4)
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Where A is a constant determined by the disc geometry. The total energy of the Alice
loop of radius R, with a Cheshire charge Q is thus given by:




As mentioned earlier there are two competing, R-dependent, terms and we may determine









We thus obtain that the energy of a Cheshire charge is proportional to the charge and
the square root of the energy of an Alice flux, i.e. E /√EfluxjQj.
2.2 Magnetic charges in AED
Magnetic charges in spontaneously broken gauge theories are known since the work of ’t
Hooft and Polyakov [5, 6]. Lubkin [7] showed that magnetic charges are represented by
elements of the homotopy group 1(Hc), where Hc is the connected part of the residual
gauge theory. Just as in ordinary electrodynamics the connected part of the residual
gauge theory in AED is U(1). Thus again one can have magnetic monopoles. A solution
for the original AED model containing a magnetic monopole was for example discussed
by Shankar [8].
In AED there is an other way to introduce a magnetic charge, described in [9], it involves
the following reasoning. An Alice flux is characterized by an element, h, of the discon-
nected part of the gauge group, Hd. This element is dened by a closed path C in real
space with basepoint x0 and is given by:





If we have an Alice loop, we think of θ as the coordinate along the loop, this element
can continuously vary along the loop, but has to be single valued in θ. This means that
the homotopy group 1(Hd) denes a topological charge, a charge which is dierent from
the Z2 charge characterizing the Alice flux (which is related to 0(Hd)) . 1(Hd) = Z,
thus the topological charge takes integer values. Since there is a one to one mapping from
elements and continues paths in Hd to Hc we conclude that 1(Hd) = 1(Hc), i.e. 1(Hd)
also represents the magnetic charge carried by the Alice loop, as was explained in more
detail in [10].
Now we want to ask the question: where does this magnetic charge sit? There appear to
be two possibilities. The charge can sit on the Alice loop itself or the charge is carried
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which are not globally well dened in the presence of an Alice flux can not be located on
a single flux or string. If one assumes that we can put a charge on the loop (like on a
conducting ring), one readily sees that the only consistent eld line conguration is that
of a Cheshire charge.
The problem is that if one assumes that the eld lines would emanate from the flux, as
if it was just a conducting ring, then the Z2 sheet chosen to lie inside the loop, would
become detectable. A small test charge would feel a change of force when moving through
the Z2 sheet. But this is not allowed to happen since the Z2 sheet is a mere gauge artifact.
However moving the sheet makes obvious what the right eld line conguration should
be and hence one nds the eld line conguration one would have for a pure Cheshire
charge up to a few eld lines still emanating from the loop. The sequence of pictures in
gure 4 shows the ’mechanism’ just described.
Figure 4: The eld line conguration when the eld lines are allowed to end on the loop.
Alternatively one could say that the magnetic charge on the ring is completely screened
by an induced Cheshire charge in such a way that a net Cheshire charge equal to the
original one is left. If eld lines can end on the Alice loop this implies for the Cheshire
charge that some eld lines should come from the Alice loop itself. The dierence between
allowing the eld lines to end on the loop or not allowing the eld lines to end on the
loop disappears in the limit where the radius of the Alice loop is much bigger than the
radius of the Alice flux. For the moment, we will pay no more attention to the question
whether eld lines can or can not end on the loop itself.
2.3 A metastable monopole
In [11] we discussed two alternative models for AED. In the Z2 model it is quite obvious
how to nd a solution containing a magnetic monopole. The solution would be exactly of
the form used for the original ’t Hooft Polyakov [5, 6] monopole. In this section we will
6
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but for other AED models, we expect the result to hold. In the case we consider here
there are only two parameters, one is the coupling constant e, or rather the nestructure
constant α = e2/4pi, the other the symmetry breaking scale MW = ef where f is the
vacuum expectation value of the scalar eld.
As we saw in the previous section there are two regular ways to realize magnetic charge
in AED. The important question we should address is then whether it is possible for a
regular monopole to decay into a magnetic Cheshire conguration or vice versa? This
question has two basic aspects to it, the rst is the topological one and the second is the
energetic one.
Let us rst ask whether there is a possible topological obstruction for this decay. It is clear
that there is none as far as the large distance asymptotics is concerned, the monopole
and the magnetically Cheshire charged Alice loop are in the same topological sector of
the theory. The topological question is the basically that of whether the core can deform
from a two-sphere to a two-torus. These topology changing transitions were studied quite
generally in [12] using cobordism theory, and there it was shown which topological transi-
tions would be allowed. In particular it turned out that there is no topological obstruction
for the decay of a monopole into a charged Alice loop. The obvious way for the monopole
to do this is by punching a hole in its core and in that way create an Alice loop. That
this is possible, is in fact due to the bidirectional character of the higgs eld in AED. The
best way is to see this is in a picture, as in gure 5.
Figure 5: The possibility of a punctured monopole.
The conclusion at this point is, that a monopole can, at least there is no topological
obstruction, decay into a magnetic Cheshire charge.
So, let us now then turn to the question of energetics. Naively there appear to be two
competing eects in the energetics. With respect to the monopole the charged Alice
loop appears to have less energy in the created magnetic U(1) eld. Since the Alice loop
’carries’ the charge on the Z2 sheet in the middle of the loop. However the Alice loop
’contains’ more condensate than the monopole.
Is it possible for the Alice loop with a magnetic Cheshire charge to have less energy than
the monopole and to what extent does this depend on the parameters of the theory?





2pihflux(λ)A jnj fe . The energy of the charged loop is thus proportional to the charge
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The energy of a monopole is given by: Em = jgjf  hm(λ, n)fe . For the case of the mag-
netic Cheshire charge2 we showed in the previous section that the energy is proportional
to the charge3, jnj
e
.









For λ 6= 0 it is generally ’believed’ that only the monopole of unit charge is stable. If one
considers only the monopoles, a monopole of multiple charge would decay into multiple
unit charged monopoles. Since we wonder if the charge carrying Alice loop is a lower
energy conguration carrying the magnetic charge, we replace the energy of a charged (n)
monopole with jnj times the energy of a single monopole. For λ = 0 we can do the same,










The value of hm(λ, 1) is very well known. The range of hm(λ, 1) is very small, hm(λ, 1)
can only vary in values from one (for λ = 0) and about two (for λ !1) [14]. The value
of hflux(λ) varies from zero (for λ = 0) to innity (for λ !1). Thus also 2
√
2piAhflux(λ)
varies from zero to innity. This means that for low enough values of λ RatioI is less
then one. Since we also want to satisfy the the bogomol’nyi bound the value of λ can not
be to small, but we note we are always left with a window in which both criteria are met.
Thus there is a region in the parameter space where the charged Alice loop contains less
energy then the monopole, i.e. where the monopole is metastable.




















This ratio needs to be much smaller than unity to justify the approximation. Now we need
to compare two ’unknown’ competing functions, but we see if we take jnj large enough the
ratio will always become as small as we want to. One could wonder if the estimate of the
energy of the condensate becomes less good for large values of jnj, since the condensates
needs to ’twist’ more and more for larger values of jnj. However since the size of the loop
grows linearly with the charge carried by the loop the ’twisting per unit of length’ stays
the same.
We conclude that the stability of the monopole appears to depend on the parameters
of the theory. We expect this result to hold for other Alice models as well. Especially
for the original Alice model [8] we expect the metastability of the monopole. While this
2We calculated the energy for the case of an electric charge, but for the case of the magnetic charge
we use the ’dual’ picture, i.e. the charge is proportional to 1e .
3Only for the case of λ = 0 the energy of the monopole is linear with the winding number n.
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boundary) terms4, the hedgehog is metastable and is expected to decay into a ring like
defect in a certain part of the parameter space [15]. Of course there there were no gauge
elds included, but for the original Alice model we expect the same result in the limit
where the coupling to the gauge elds goes to zero. So for small values of g we expect the
monopole to be meta stable in some part of the parameter space in the original (tensor)
Alice model.
If the monopole is stable this still does mean that the charged Alice loop is unstable and
can decay into a monopole. Both solutions appear to be classically stable solutions so a
decay of one into the other should be a tunneling process.
3 Charges and Alice loops
Charges in the presence of a single Alice flux have been studied before [16]. It was found
that the eld lines of a charge close around the Alice flux and the charge is attracted by the
Alice flux. In view of what we have learned in the previous section we will discuss the case
of a charge in the presence of an Alice loop, or in two dimensions, in the presence of a pair
of Alice fluxes. We will argue that the Alice loop will act as some sort of Cheshire dipole.
In other words the charge will induce a dipolar Cheshire charge distribution which means
that the charge will eectively spread over the sheet. In this light one might speculate
that electric-magnetic duality is eectively restored. It is shown that the fate of electric
charge will depend on the dimension of space.
3.1 The dipole character of the Alice loop
In the following we investigate what the eld line conguration of a charge is in the
presence of an Alice loop. As mentioned before, eld lines cannot cross an Alice flux, a
situation very similar to that of the Meissner eect in a super conductor. In fact one would
be tempted to interpret the whole collection of Cheshire phenomena as a manifestation
of some exotic form electric and/or magnetic super conductivity in the core of an Alice
flux tube. However, the observation made before that the flux tube itself cannot carry
electric/magnetic charge makes this proposal rather unnatural. Let us see what happens.
A rst guess of how a radial eld would react to the creation of the Alice loop might
look the same as for the case of a super conducting loop: the eld lines would be pushed
away by the loop. However an analysis similar to the one done for gure 4 results in a
very dierent picture5. Some eld lines will close around the rst flux and a some (an
equal amount) of the eld lines going out to innity will close around the second flux6,
see gure 6.
The Z2 sheet acts like a conducting plate and the charge is pulled towards the Alice
loop. Although, one should be careful with this analogy because the conducting plate
boundary conditions of the Z2 sheet only hold in a particular gauge that satises an
4η1 = η2 = 0 in [15]
5Thus rst one takes the naive conguration than one transforms the Z2 sheet and sees what the right
conguration should be.










Figure 6: A charge in the presence of an Alice loop.
obvious symmetry condition. In a general gauge the Z2 sheet cannot be interpreted as a
conducting plate. On the other hand, the eld line pattern closing partially around the
rst and the second flux is gauge invariant, i.e. the charge induces a dipolar Cheshire
conguration on the Alice pair or loop, which generalizes the result of Alford et al. [16].
3.2 The fate of charge
There is one important dierence with the single flux situation described in [16]. A single
Alice flux cannot be created out of the vacuum, while two Alice fluxes can be created out
of the vacuum. Therefor also a charge can create an Alice loop out of the vacuum if the
local energy density of the eld is high enough. The energy cost lies in the creation of the
Alice loop. The energy gain comes from spreading the eld line conguration. Important
parameters are of course the mass of an Alice flux, the size of the Alice loop and the
strength of the charge.
Again we will look at the Z2 model described in [11]. The energy of a flux is, just as in
the Nielsen-Olesen [17] case, proportional to f 2 where f is the vev of the higgs eld. The
transverse size of the flux is proportional to 1
ef
. The energy of a charge is proportional to
e2 (and Q2).
Obviously when the Alice flux is small, but light and the coupling constant is large, it
is energetically favorable for a charge to create an Alice loop. This suggests that in the
limit where MW = ef ! 1, f 2 ! 0 and e ! 1, a charge will produce an Alice loop
to lower the energy. However this argument involves the strong coupling regime in which
the naive reasoning we just employed cannot be justied.
But we can do better. Consider the situation with a xed value for e and take an Alice
loop of size R with a flux of size r at a distance  from the charge. We look at the case
where   R  r or   R  1
f
. This means we look at the situation where the Alice
loop is very small in comparison with the distance to the charge and large compared to
the radius of the Alice flux.
The energy gain of the system lies in the spreading of eld lines after the creation of the
flux ring. We estimate the energy gain to be proportional to the energy of the electric
eld lines in a sphere of radius R at the position of the Alice loop. One might argue that
the energy gain should be proportional to the energy of the electric eld lines in a pancake
of thickness 1
f
and radius R at the position of the Alice loop, but this will not change the
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the energy cost, i.e. we have :
Ecost  Rd−2f 2 (14)
Now we will scale the system to an other position with respect to the charge.
 scales as ε  = 0 ε
R scales as εa R = R0 ε
a
f scales as ε−b f = f0 ε−b










We can move towards the charge or away from the charge. First we will move towards
the charge. This means we take ε ! 0. We still have to satisfy   R  1
f
. This means
we need to have: a  1 and b  a. Inserting the minimal values of a and b we nd that
the power of ε is more than 2(3− d), i.e. the power of ε is positive (or zero). This means
that the energy gain losses from the energy cost, in the limit of ε ! 0.
If we move outward, ε ! 1, we do get a positive result. Again we need to satisfy
  R  1
f
. This means we need to have: a  1 and b  a. Inserting the maximal
values of a and b we nd that the power of ε is less than 2(3−d). For the three dimensional
case we again have a negative result, but for a suitable choice of a and b, such that the
power of ε stays positive, we have a positive result in two dimensions. Thus in two
dimensions for any value of e it is energetically favorable to create two Alice fluxes for a
small enough value of f .
To really answer the question of loop creation one would have to resort to a more realistic
model where quantum eects could be dealt with in a reliable way, for example in a
lattice version of Alice electrodynamics. Let us for for the sake of curiosity assume that
it is energetically favorable for a charge to create a loop and look at the consequences of
such a creation. Since the consequence of the flux loop/pair creation depends strongly on
the dimension we will discuss the two and three dimensional case separately.
Three dimensions:
Classically, the eld energy of a point charge is of course innite, because of the singularity
at the origin. Quantum eld theory cures this problem through polarizing the vacuum, i.e.
through creating a cloud of virtual charge anti-charge pairs around the origin, eectively
screening the bare charge. As we saw before an Alice loop in the presence of a charge
behaves as a dipole, and it is interesting to investigate whether the Alice loops can have
a signicance contribution to this screening.
There is also an other possible scenario. The charge can create an Alice loop out of the
vacuum and stick to it. The charge would be converted into a Cheshire charge and in that
way lose the inherit singularity. Eectively the charge would spread and get non-localized,
rather than being screened.
Two dimensions:
In two dimensions we have the same story, but there is an important dierence. In three
dimensions the loop cannot grow without a linearly increasing cost of energy, but in two
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the remote flux close to the charge and the nearest flux.
In the scenario where the charge is glued to the Alice flux and the charge is carried as
a Cheshire charge the remote flux would move away from the rst flux and escape to
innity, because the Cheshire charge results in a repulsive force between the two fluxes7.
This would mean that the Cheshire charge would spread and eectively escape to innity,
an extreme case of charge delocalization. In two dimensions it therefore appears that
charges can leak away to innity. Implying the impossibility of (static) charge to manifest
itself, at least in the phase we have been discussing.
3.3 Electric-magnetic duality regained?
In three dimensions the case of a charge forming a bound state with an Alice loop is
obviously close to the situation of the punctured monopole. If (in the strong coupling
limit) the charged particle transfers all its charge to the Alice loop in the form of a
Cheshire charge, we are in a situation where electric magnetic duality would be restored.
This is not too surprising, because the Z2 flux is not electromagnetic, it has no reason to
break electric magnetic duality.
However there may be caveats, if we assume that the charge transfer is complete, will
the particle be absorbed by the Alice loop? This makes perfect sense in the case of the
magnetic charge, the condensate of the magnetic monopole is ’made’ out of the same
higgs eld as the condensate of the Alice loop. But, in the case of an electrically charged
particle one could wonder what happens to the other degrees of freedom, such as spin.
Again, for the W bosons it still could make sense, but for other charged particles the
other degrees of freedom remain presumably localized, in which case one should rather
speak of a higher dimensional analogue of the so called charge separation.
4 Gauge complementarity between Cheshire charges
and currents
In section 2 we discussed the possibility of a non localizeable (Cheshire) charge on an
Alice loop, or in two dimensions on a pair of Alice fluxes. In the previous section we
mentioned that neither electric nor magnetic eld lines are allowed to cross an Alice flux,
suggesting some exotic type of ‘super conductivity’ through the core of the flux tube.
In this section we return to this analogy and nd an interesting gauge complementarity
between electric/magnetic Cheshire charges and a magnetic/electric Cheshire current. Let
us introduce the latter rst.
4.1 Cheshire currents
Let us consider the following ’gedanken’ experiment. We create two charged particles from
the vacuum and take one of the two particles around two spatially separated (straight)
7We do assume that a priory there is no flux interaction. This is not true in general, as in the case of
Nielsen-Olesen fluxes, but if the natural parameter choice is the one where the static forces are zero or
repulsive, then the result would hold.
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each with closed eld lines around them.
However, in the case of two Alice fluxes8 a dierent picture emerges: since the eld lines
cannot close around a single Alice flux the latter cannot carry a current by itself. This
means that if one pulls the two fluxes apart one cannot be left with two fluxes each
carrying a current. The eld lines need to ’stay’ around both fluxes. A situation very
dierent from an ordinary super conductors.
Apparently the system as a whole carries the current and just as in the case with Cheshire














Figure 7: The Cheshire current eld line conguration.
The resulting eld line conguration, depicted in gure 7, implies an attractive interaction
between the two fluxes, on top of the normal flux interactions. It has the opposite eect
of a Cheshire charge, which leads to a repulsive force between the two fluxes.
4.2 Gauge complementarity
In this section we introduce the notion of gauge complementarity, giving rise to two dif-
ferent pictures, describing non localizeable Alice eects. At rst sight electric Cheshire
charge and a magnetic Cheshire current appear to be very dierent objects. However,
there is a close relation between them. Imagine we repeat the experiment done in section
4.1, but we move in two more Alice fluxes from innity in such a way that all of them are
on single line. As we know, on each flux one Z2 line should end. For convenience we put
these halve lines on top of the line on which we put the fluxes. For every flux we then
still have the freedom to let the line go to the left or to the right. However the result is
just two ’dierent’ congurations, see the top and bottom pictures in gure 8.
As we argued before we can deform the Z2 lines in any way we want by gauge trans-
formations. From gure 8 it is clear that we can gauge transform the one situation into
the other situation. This means that they both describe the same physics, although their
interpretation seems quite dierent. In one case, see the bottom picture of gure 8, one
would argue that two Cheshire charges are the source of the eld lines, but in the other
situation, see the top picture of gure 8, one would argue that three Cheshire currents
would be the source of the eld lines. Thus there are two dierent ways of looking at this
conguration.
Although the single current, see gure 7, has no nontrivial extension to three dimensions,


















































Figure 8: The ’duality’ transformation from three Cheshire currents into two Cheshire charges.
the conguration discussed here has a natural three dimensional generalization. The
charge picture, see the bottom picture of gure 8, can in three dimensions be extended
to a conguration of two Cheshire charged loops.
In general the conguration is not as symmetrical as the situation we discussed here. The
identication of the Z2 sheet with a charged conductor implies that the eld lines are
perpendicular to the Z2 sheet. One should remember that the eld lines in the top and
bottom pictures of gure 8 are perpendicular to the Z2 sheet, merely due to symmetry
requirements. In general one cannot use such symmetry arguments to argue where the
’conduction’ Z2 sheet should be. Which makes it hard to determine what the ’right’ posi-
tion of the Z2 sheet is. The same kind of problems arise for the Cheshire current picture
but it is quite obvious that one can always chose between the two descriptions.
As was explained before [1] one needs to cut away some region(s) of space-time when one
wants to consider eldstrengths which are not single valued in the presence of an Alice
flux. However there is of course not one choice. One can make several choices. This
freedom of choice is exactly the freedom which results in the gauge complementarity of
the the Cheshire charge and the Cheshire current.
5 Conclusion and outlook
We argued that in Alice electrodynamics the stability of the core of the monopole is not
guaranteed. The monopole can decay into an Alice loop carrying a magnetic Cheshire
charge. This is an example of charge delocalization which appears to be possible in
cases where charge conjugation is a local symmetry. This metastability of the monopole
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also delocalize on an Alice loop, restoring the duality and realizing a higher dimensional
analogue of the so called charge separation.
In the last section we introduced a new object dubbed Cheshire current and found a
gauge complementarity between electric/magnetic Cheshire charges and magnetic/electric
Cheshire currents (and vice versa) showing that their physics is strictly equivalent.
At this moment we are in the process of making an extensive numerical analysis of the
monopole stability issues discussed here, on which we will report elsewhere.
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